APA Quick Reference Guide


**Example:**


**Book Article or Chapter** [APA Manual, p. 204]

Author, A. (Year of publication). *Article or chapter title: Capitalize first letter in subtitle.* In A. Editor, B. Editor (Eds.), *Book title: Capitalize first letter in subtitle* (# ed., pp.#). Place of publication: Publisher.

**Example:**


**Journal Article** [APA Manual, p. 198-199]

Author, A. A. (Year of publication). *Article title.* *Title of journal, Volume(issue), page(s).*

**Example:**


**Magazine Article** [APA Manual, p.200]

Author, A. A. (Year, Month Day of publication). *Article title.* *Title of magazine, # of volume(# of issue), page(s).*

**Example:**


**Newspaper Article** [APA Manual, p.200]

Author, A. B. (Year, Month Day of publication). *Article title.* *Title of newspaper, p. SectionPage.*

**Example:**


**Encyclopedia Article** [APA Manual, p.203]

Author, A. (Year of publication). *Entry title.* In A. Editor & B. Editor (Eds.), *Title of encyclopedia* (Vol. #, pp. #). Place of publication: Publisher.

**Example:**

Motion Picture [APA Manual, p. 209]


Example:

Video [APA Manual, p. 209]

Producer, A. (Producer), & Director A. (Director). (Year of release). Title of video [format]. Available from Producer name and mailing or web address.

Example:

Reports [APA Manual, pp. 205-206]

Author, A. (Year of publication). Title of report (Report #). Location: Publisher.

Example:

Website [APA Manual, p.187-192]

Title of website or section of website. (Year updated). Retrieved from name of website: web address

Example: